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This meeting was held at the Villa Tuscolona outside of
Rome, Italy, between September 24 and 30, 1973.

Organization

and management of the conference was sponsored by IRADES (Instituto Ricerche Applicate Documentazione e Studi, Via Apisiello 6,
Roma 00198) with primary coordination by Dr. Eleonora Masini.
Approximately 100 conferees were, before the conference, divided
into nine working groups.

Each conferee was supposed to have

received abstracts of all pre-conference prepared papers as well
as all full papers by members of his work group.
was about half met.

This objective

The remainder of abstracts and papers were

provided during the conference -- but this lateness detracted
from their full utility.
As a special consideration, all papers available before the
conference were sent to me.

Working with me, members of the

Section on Behavioral Systems prepared an in-depth, permutated
index of these papers for utility at the conference.

However,

the primary use of this index has been to facilitate the longterm efforts of this section to develop some of the- logic in constructing a prosthesis to the biological brain.
History:

The strongest roots of this conference extend back

to H. G. Wells, Julian Huxley and Teilhard de Chardin with regard
to an overall perspective of the processes involved in the coming
together of all people to engage in the design of their further
evolution.

Their role was perhaps best stated by Wells when, in

comparing himself to Moses, he said:

It is enough that I bring

down the tablets from the mountain; do not expect me to interpret

them."

Interpretation and establishing strategies for coordination

of inquiry then began to crystallize around Bertrand de Jouvenal
from France and Robert Junk from Austria.

More recently, as the
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world megacrisis (of environment, population, "the bomb," technology, education, development, values, etc.) began to become
apparent, major roles began to be assumed by John McHale of the
United States and Eleonora Masini of Italy.

About them and

others, networks of individuals concerned with the future began
to coalesce.

Through an informal, overall network, three earlier

and rather large scale World Future Research Conferences were
held (Oslo .1967, Kyoto 1970, and Bucharest 1972).

At the present

Rome 1973 conference final plans were laid to formally organize
as a "World Future Studies Federation."

"Studies" is perhaps a

better word than "research" to designate the related inquiry that
is attempting to develop systematic modes of defining objectives
and pursuing an understanding about them.
At the completion of this conference I became very depressed.

Here was a group of people, many of whose published writings revealed profound understanding of the origin and implication of
the emerging megacrisis, as well as the scope of changes necessary
for their resolution, and yet their proposals for action relating
to further research revealed a marked withdrawal from facing
reality.

Though this was never stated precisely, they seemed to

be saying:

"It is now too late; we can no longer concern our-

selves with a full flowering of society and human potentiality;
our goals must be constricted to survival only."

Dr. Masini, in

a November 1973 post-conference summary a l so r e cognized this
tendency to retreat into the security of designing little cells
in which survival is more certain.

She said:

"The orientation

towards 'colonizing the future,' as this concept has been called,
to ensure our personal and social security at the price of real
growth, was unfortunately all too pr~val~nt at the Conference. ~
And:

"The Conference brought us to realize the danger that futures

. studies can become merely another refuge from a present -- and
even more, from a future -- we fear to be insecure, if not actually
terrifying."
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Certain organizational framework of the conference may
have contributed to this withdrawal syndrome.

In order to assure

that certain definitive proposals would emerge, each of the nine
work groups was asked to formulate two (and only two) proposals,
that were to be selected on two criteria:

(1) their importance

and (2) the feasilibity of their immediate implementation.

Con-

sideration of feasibility of implementation led to rejection
within work groups of proposals that might merit even more importance than those finally submitted.

So, in examining the

potential import of this conference, I have attempted to examine
the 18 proposals, along with certain other summary papers, to
try to condense from them some overall perspective that is colored
more by the "desirable" rather than just the "feasible," because
if we only focus on what is most practical to accomplish immediately, we will forever remain divorced from the possibility of
recognizing -- much less realizing -- a more desirable future.
A megacrisis statement:

"We are living in an ·age of sweeping

transformation in every aspect of human life
logical, social, and spiritual.

physical, psycho-

In this situation of total trans-

formation, we are still at the stage of so-called 'dissonance'
and we are heading either towards death or towards coillITlunication
and survival."

(Masini)

Purpose:
"We must first of all learn to communicate . • •
(in order to develop) greater awareness of the responsibilities
devolving on all of us who are striving to find the way to a better
future for mankind."

(Masini)

Barriers and blinders:

It is interesting that the conference

never faced directly the meaning of "an age of sweeping transformation."

This avoidance .prevented the conference from arriving

at any clear implication of its deliberations.
of "an age":

First, the question

During the past 10 years members of the conference,

along with many others, have arrived at the general conclusion that
by the end of the first quarter of the next century the world will
have undergone a greater transformation than has totally trans-
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spired during the past 40,000 years of cultural evolution.
"an age" refers to a short period of 50-60 years!
question of "sweeping transformation":

Thus

Second, the

These same sources indi-

cate a marked reorientation in attitudes, values, goals and means
with regard to the whole fabric of living and relating, including
communication, education, life style, philosophy of life, technology, management of the biosphere, structuring the physical
environment, population trends and distribution, and organization
(social, institutional and political).

A much fewer number of

individuals have focused on the Wells-de Chardin-Huxley insight
that the developing psychosocial-physical transformation implies
developing a "world brain" or "noosphere" as·- the culmination of
a long evolutionary process of increasing the size, scope and
effectiveness of brain function -- biological, social, and technological.

Here "brain" is considered in the broad sense of all

structures, organization and function that enhance ~wareness of
surroundings and state of being, promote the acquisition, storage,
transfer, interrelationship, and transformation of items of
information, and increase the responsiveness to and utilization of
information.
Restatement of objective:

In this light, the first order of

"business" in responding to the impending megacrisis or sweeping
transformation is to develop an understanding of what this new
evolutionary stage of "brain" can be.

Then given this approxi-

mate understanding, formulations and proposals may be developed
with respect to each of the many aspects of structure, organization and function essential for this new emerging stage of
brain.

The implication of this new stage of brain can be appreci-

ated by examining the consequences of the culmination of the last
comparable major evolutionary phase of brain development.

Be-

tween 60 and 40 thousand years ago the human brain attained its
present stage of structural and functional development.

This

structure and function provided a freedom of preadaptational capacity that permitted an explosive burst of cultural evolution

---
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expressed as a series of ever larger, more complex socialprosthetic brains encompassing ever larger aggregates of individuals and their technological creations that enhance information metabolism.

The approaching "sweeping transformations"

imply the possibility of culmination in the formation of a new
preadaptive stage of brain evolution that will usher in a
following several rnillenia long comparable era of evolution.
The point is that we do not have to try to predict what will
happen in this new era; we only have to establish the stage of
brain that will permit development and evolution during it.

My

further comments about the Rome 1973 conference will therefore
focus on how it enhanced or inhibited the understanding of this
new stage of brain or the progress toward its realization.
Institutional organization:

The conference "debates empha-

sized the need to pay closer heed to values; indeed, values
constituted the dominating focus of the discussions."

(Masini)

This focus failed to heed a warning made early in the conference
by McHale in his summary of the five major pre-ccnference commissioned papers.

There he pointed out that the crisis of

institutional organization must be resolved as a necessary prelude to resolution of the crises in value.

In essence, he was

saying that the rigidity of institutional organization inhibits
that internal flow of information necessary for its own health,
and prevents exchanges with other institutions with which collaboration is essential to identify and resolve major holistic
.problems.

In this sense institutions are lesions in the devel-

oping brain.

In her summary Masini examined the conference

feelings about technology as an institutional lesion to brain
function:

"The principles propelling technology foster discrim-

ination, mitigate against all participatory possibilities for
the individual and, even worse, deprive men of the opportunity to
program their own destiny."

(but)

"We cannot realistically reject

technology and the irrefutable advantages it brings mankind: therefore the nostalgia felt by so many persons for a pastoral world
is a matter for psychoanalysis [rather] than a valid alternative."

-----
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One can only hope that the crisis of institutional organization will be resolved in conformity with "Romer's Rule" of
evolution.

Stated in broad terms, this rul~ says that when some

organization of life is faced with a crisis, its first response
is to seek circumstances that will enable preservation of the
prior traditional way.

In this search to preserve tradition,

new circumstances may be encountered which demand adjustment and
change.

Those expressions of life which successfully make these

adaptations lie along the main stream of evolution.

Those which

are powerful enough to fully maintain the traditional way eventually become extinct, or survive only as relics .
Mediating institutions :

One of the ffiajor emphases of the

conference simultaneously expressed this Rci'sseauean withdrawal

"

and a recognition of the need for new types of intermediary institutions, mostly on a small scale, that would provide interfaces
between existing institutions, or between them and individuals
seeking self-realization through p~ticipation ir•. the decisionmaking processes affecting their own destiny.

At one extreme

these proposals included arrangements for bringing together in
retreat-dialogue situations groups of individuals who could inter act with artists, philosophers, and r e l i gious thinkers to explore
the esthetics and other aspects of creating the future, of moving
with integrity from the known to the unknown . In the middle range,
there were proposals (1) for centers where interdisciplinary groups
could interact to help in formulating and evaluating proposals , or
(2) for "technology centers" on a regional basis in which people
can participate in adapting technological development to their
needs and to the quality of life as they perce ive them; or (3)
for the establishment of "life boat" workshops to develop working
model s of the mi nimum requisit e s for survival.

At the opposite

extreme lay two proposals to develop a diffuse type of institutional
arrange ment that would s e rve a s a bridge between humani s tics and
engineering to promote self-realization operating with the assistance of a "model of the mind" in which computers augment multimedia commun i catio n networks.
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Although I had no direct intercourse with the work group
that made this latter proposal, I was particularly pleased to
see that in their report they stated that this type of communication interfacing effort should be stimulated through research
committies headed by such people as Sylvie Ceccato of Italy
and by John Calhoun and Heinz von Foerster of the United States.
This was one of the two instances in the 18 work-group "proposals
for action" in which specific individuals were mentioned with
regard to their implementation.

This focus on the health of

individuals as nodes in a communication network is placed in
perspective by McHale's remark that "Intuition (is) the integration of weak signals."

Thus the concern here is to promote

conditions in which the weak signals spread over a world brain
may become integrated to express an overall purpose and direction.
Networks and participation:

Emphasis on networks of commun-

ications seemed to be derived from two roots .

First, it was a

reaction to the pervading sense of alienation, world wide.

Second ,

it derived from a more rational examination of an existing deficit
in the unexpressed goal to develop a world brain.

Most emphasis

was placed on techniques of providing the individuals with a means
of becoming engaged in participatory dialogue to gain understanding,
modifying values, and influence decisions.

In essence this stance

emphasized the importance of the individual's health as a node in
a more extensive network.

This led to conside ration of "the need

for new models of holistic participation in decision ma\ng and
determining options:

I\

in which decision should come from the base

to the top as a restructuring of powers.
Variety and diversity:

As a further reaction it was concluded

that there should be a search to redirect "change to encompass the
overriding values of diversity, cooperation and partici pation in
decision making as a starting condition for a futures orientation.
Institutional change would be made to allow freedoms of expression
of opinion."

!;if

McHale recalled Ross Ashby's "La~ of Re quisite Variety"

''which notes that v a riety and complexity in a system may only be
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controlled (or understood) by a system of the same, or greater,
level of variety."

This law has direct implication to the design

of participatory networks of communication and to institutional
reorganization.

At present most institutions remain mostly as

half-institutions.

They are quite varied in that half of their

organization concerned with action, with fulfilling a stated
mission.

But, in general, they lack the companion variability

necess·ary for modifying action, restructuring action organization,
perceiving opportunities, or evaluating action.

Such introduction

of control and understanding organizations stands as the salient
institutional deficit presently operating in the prevention of
their contributing to the development of a world brain.
Alerting and Evaluation:

McHale notes that "one significant

shift occurs in this generation towards the more central position
_ o_f__i_n_f_o_r_m_a_t_i_o_n
__(;...a_s_o_r.::g..:..a_n_i_·z_e_d_k_n_o_w_l_e_d_g~e..:..)_a_s__
t_h_e__,u..,n=i=q=u_e_r_e_s_o_u_r_c_e_.___ ~ ·
Information as basic resource has certain unique properties -all other resources are ultimately dependent upon information for
their recognition, evaluation and utilization.

It is not reduced

or lessened by wider use, or sharing, like other material resources,
rather it gains in the process."

And quoting U Thant:

decision that makes the resources.

"It is the

This is the fundamental revo-

lutionary change -- perhaps the most revolutionary mankind has ever
known."

Again quoting McHale:

"Human choice, at both the individ-

ual and collective level, may now play a major role in determining
events and trends -- rather than being determined by them. we are
now, more than ever before, in charge of our own destiny."

But

over and over again, participants in the conference emphasized that
this opportunity of assuming charge of our destiny remains as only
a possibility, viewed as slim by many.

To increase its likeli-

hood, one finds repeatedly through the proposals and papers mention
of the necessity of establishing two functions:
(2) evaluation (or appreciation).

(1) alerting and

On the alerting side these in-

clude such recommendations as (a) surveying existing codes of
responsibility -- to enhance accountability;

(b) writing scenerios

of the future to focus on the range of possibilities,

(c) develop-
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ing a computer facilitated retrieval system embodying condensations of the most important ideas, and (d) or as a special case
of the latter to:

set up an "innovation bank" to catalog ideas

and proposals about those social and technological innovations
having highest promise of leading to pilot studies and living
experiments that will provide examples of how to survive through
possible . societal crises or collapse.

Of equal emphasis was the

attention given to the need to construct fairly formal mechanisms
or organizations which could recommend evaluations of alternatives.
Opinion "power":

Several years ago I asked Robert C. Cook,

the founder of the Population Reference Bureau, what in his opinion was the turning point between ignoring and not talking about
the population problem and the open recognition of its gravity.
Without hesitation he stated that i t was April 1963, and he added
that certain public positions and attitudes by President Kennedy
and Pope John represented the pivotal leverage.

No matter· how

much we individually or collectively may contribute as scientists
and sc lolars to some •important issues, it often happens that
indivi

als with no technical competence determine whether a prob-

lem is

o be investigated further or application made of existing

insigh

This illustrates the still crucial functioning of our

reptili n and paleomammalian brains.

Pomp and circumstance, status

al, sacredness and tradition -- all coexist equally with
rationa ity.
I was therefore pleased that IRADES recognized the
value of these more "primitive" brain functions.

One afternoon

we went into Rome where a few selected members of the .conference
presented talks before cabinet members and other high government
,

officials .

¥

~

This was followed by a reception by President Leoni

who addressed the group.

f went to

The next day about half the membership

the Vatican for an audience with Pope Paul.

clipping of his address to us.

See Attached

At the end of his talk, six of us,

of which I was one of those chosen to represent the scope of continents and nations represented at the conference, had the opportunity to exchange a few words with the Pope.

Substantively,

nothing said at any of these occasions is likely of any import.
Rather they represent the kinds of events which may help crystal-
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lize attention to the problems of the impending evolutionary
transformation.
Summary:

If the insight is accepted, that the world

stands at a threshhold of a new era of evolution in which the
overriding need is to develop a new quantum shift in level
of preadaptive "brain" function, then the contributions of
the Rome 1973 Special World Conference on Futures Research
delineates major directions of development.

In essence the

problem reduces itself to designing an information metabolizing
network in which individuals, groups and successively larger
institutions serve as nodes.

Function of the network brain

depends upon the health of the nodes.

Health, in turn, becomes

the opportunity and capacity of nodes to receive, and store
information; to evaluate and transform it; and to transmit it,
including influencing values, policy and action .
Construction of the network brain will entail designing
many new kinds of interface institutions, opening up communication within existing institutions, and elaboration of technological means for enhancing the efficiency and effectiveness of
"brain" function.

....,. . - ..

~

..

.

Attachment 1

DEPARTMENT OF HEAL TH, EDUCATION, AND WELFARE
R!PORT OF IHTl!!RM,HIOMAL TRAVEL.
(P . L. "80 ,.l'f:ljecte)

11 February 1974
Dote :
TO . Special Ass11tont to the Secretory for lnterno:,onol Affa i rs

THRU

S pecial Assistant t o t he ;·: : r e,·t ·, r l''!' ! n :. e rnational Activities, NIMH
J)irector, Ofiice of TnL » r nat i.in ,d i; ec1 l :h , OS-H

Dotes and Places of Travel :

Rome, Italy.
(Note:

September 24 to Oct. 1, 1973.

All expenses -- $840.00 -- except that relating to admin-

-istrative leave paid by the traveler.)
Number and Title of Pro1ects .

One:

Involvement in this conference relates to an official project
on the utilizing of research, particularly as it relates to the
topic of population and mental health.

Purpose of Travel

To participate in the Rome 1973 Special Conference on Futures Research
whose broad goal was to explore how insights might be gained that would
bear on fulfilling human needs, defining the character of emerging patterns
of society and supporting technology.
Summary of Recommendations / Conclusions

My analysis of the papers and 18 recommendations for action indicated that
the major world goal is to develop a world network of individual ·s and insti- tutions to serve as a "brain" capable of defining goals and influencing
values, policy and action.
Nome, T,tle, Orgon i zot,on of Traveler ·

John B. Calhoun, Ph.D., Research Psychologist, Chief, Section on Behavioral
Systems, Laboratory of Brain Evolution and Behavior, Intramural Research
Program, National Institute of Mental Health, ADAMHA, DHEW.

· o\ttoch Copy of Trip Report Submitted to Oper_? t•ng Agency

See attached report titled: Reflections on the Rome Special World Conference on Futures Research 1973.
(A pre-conference paper -titled "Metascientific Research" is available from
the named traveler.)

· o•--, H EW-5-15 ( J :70)

Attachment 2

R!PCET 01 Dtr!fttiTIOlW. KZZTDll

11 ♦XP

TO:
THRU:

Special Assistant to the Secretary for Internatio~al Affairs
Special Assistant to the Director for International Acti~ities,. NIMH

Report on International Maetillg

11 February 1974

(&te)

Rome 1973 Special Conference on Futures Research
~Name of 1.'.CTc!ting, Plsu, Date)

24 September to October J, ]923
Villa Tuscolona, outside of Rome, Italy
Outc0111ea of the meeting or value to HEW are:

Provided insight into the processes of constructing
intra- and inter-institutional communication networks
that foster health, human survival and cultural evolution.
The IUIJIIH or other partic1pa.nta with
int.crest are: e.g.
_

lfhOlll

I had diac:unione

on

topic:• ol imtual

~r
"RJeanora Masini
IBADE~, Raroe ItaJy
Name(i) oi indiviciu..l, ))051 ibn, country
Dr. John Platt, Univ. of Mich., Mental Health Institute.
Mr. Thapar Romesh, Journalist, New Delhi, India
Dr. S. I. Ghabbour, Cairo Univ., Giza, Egypt.
Topic.a of inte.resh

~ocial survival strategies.
Intermediary interface institutions
Innovation idea "banks"
John B. Calhoun, Chief, Section on Behavioral Systems,
1-'lAtfuiB iii' Traveler)
(Function at meeting)
(lpney-)
LBEB, IR, NIMH, ADAMHA, DHEW: Participation in work
C]Eoup No. 5 on "Participation of all people in physical
and ecological survi..za_l."
Note:

.All travel expenses, except for administrative
were leave borne by the named traveler.
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PAOLO VI Al PARTECIPANTI. ALLA CONFERENZA .MONDIALE SUL FUTURO DELL'UOMO /
..

.

-· .

' ... j

·, J

Lo spirito: valore prioritario1:
,. . .::..:'" !
-~-....1
.: ·Nella tarda mattinata . di oggi, ·gio.!
vedi 27, il Santo Padre ha ricevuto
nella Sala del Concistoro i partecipanti
alla « Special World Conference on
F_utu~es Researc~ » in corso in questi :
giorm a Fi:ascati con la partecipazio~ di rappresentanti di 38 Nazioni.
. 11 grupJ2P era guidato dal Presidente
dell'Istituto
Organizzatore
IRADES on. dott. Flaminio Piccoli,
dal V-ice Presidente Mons. Ettore
Cunial Arcivescovo tit. di Soteropoli,
e dal Segretario Generale Don Pietro. Pace. Erano presenti, con numerosi scienziati e studiosi dei problemi del futuro, il Presidente dell'Associazione Internazionale Mr. Jouvenel,
il prof. Ceccato esperto· di Cibernetica, il Direttore per l'organizzazione
mondiale della Sanita. presso l'ONU
Mr. Lambo, H Segret.ario generale
del Comitato permanente per Ia Conferenza, Mr. Menge-Glukert, vari docenti universitari.
Ad inizio dell'Udienza ii Presidente on. Piccoli ha rivolto al Santo Pa- !
dre un devoto indirizzo di omaggio.
Paolo VI ha indirizzato ai presenti
il seguente discorso :

It is a pleasure for us to meet
today those taking part in the Special World Conference on Futures
Research and to thank the Presideni
for his kind words. We extend to all
of you our warm greetings.
l-Ve are aware of the general theme
of the Conference: the study of man
,md his future, with special reference to the problems affecting man
in his specific nature, problems
which for this very reason are difficult and delicate ones. As scholars
and qualified s·ociologists, you are in
a position to offer the coming generations autlzoritatit:e perspectives of
development, and to contribute to
the improvement of human . life.
Having previously examined the .various aspects of man's future - economic, demographic, cultural, techriofo-gTcal and so on·. this_ time you
have . uddressed· vourse/ves ..-to the
values which man: as a rational being,
bears within himself and which · he
strives to bring to full realization.

,Jn this field - the ·church,. as 'the
bearer of a transcendent and revealed
doctrine, certainly has something to
say. She already possesses a science
concerning future and final realities_.
the . science of .eschatology, and she
continually urg~i her children- ,: to
study the sublime truths which :it
embodies, so that they may prepare
themselves for the_final and decisive
meeting with the Creator. _Escha-.
tology, however, is concerned with
a "future that lies beyond space and
time. Your oum studies are concentrated on the development · of ·this
present world. Yet there is no contradiction between the two formli
of research~ and indeed the Church
is herself deeply aware of the problems of the temporal and earthly
I uture. By reason of lier experience
stretching back two thousand years I
she . too is an expert on mankind,
and it is her wish to be present in
this branch of research. She cannot
of course offer tchnical solutions . to
problems, but 1vhen it is a question

of man as the bearer of spiritual
and moral _values she willingly
encourages those men of science who
work for man's development in the
future. We praise you, therefore.
for your commitment to the search
•- - •- --

' for a future th~t is better and ·more
·1iuman. . ·. ··
Tlzis search involves certa.in sectors
of special interest. In the first place_.
there is the human personality; it
would seem essential today to take
account of that personality, not in
opposition to, but in coordination .
with technical progress. This will
contribute towards a fuller and harmonious development of man, who ;
must be helped to achieve the fullness '
of his psychological and spiritual potentialities, as an individual. and in
the · context of the family . ..

> .,

. Tlzen there are· nations, ·especially~
devefoping nations: they must be 1
respected and given effective aid for \
their full floll'ering, and this in \
order also to safeguard tliat other
transcendental human value - peace.
Finally there is the problem of
the defence of the human environ- .
ment, which todav is more and more ;
endangered. · The earth which the'
Creator gave in trust to man must,
be fit to live in, a worthy home for II
·the whole of human society.
•
· We know that these points which
we: have passed in rapid review are
already part of your programme ol i
research. We wish you well in y<
work, which is both forward-lookit,;s
and courageous. You are pioneers,
blazing a trail for future generations.
We do not doubt that your commit' ment will be fruitful and appreciated.
and we invoke upon your labours
the abundant favours of Almighty
God .. -

I

I

'

Dopo aver impartito la Benedizio. ne Apostolica, il Santo Padre si e
·a mabilmente intrattenuto con il Pre-I
sidente PiccoH, con l'Arcivescovo 1
Mons. Cunial, con gli altri dirigenti e ·J
con .inolti dei delegati present!, rinnoyando per tutti _e per ciascuno, per j
le roro · tarniglie ed· attivifa, i senti- r
menti , della sua patema considera- /
·zione con i piu fervidi voti per il la- .
voro che essi svolgono a beneficio ;
i
dell'umanita. ·
• . ··
· Ed ecco l'indirizzo di omaggio del I
Presidente dell'IRADES ~~ Piccoli:

I

l

Beatis·simo Padre.
corso,
questi giorni, a Roma
la Con/erenza mondiale per la ricer- ,
ca sul /uturo alla quale partecipano
160 esperti e studiosi .d~lla m!}teria.
provenienti da 38 · Pdesi di tutto il
mbndo. :·
·. ,
.·
',
La Con/erenza ~stituisce la idea~
le conti.nuazione degli incontri tenu-1
ti negli anni scorsi cul Oslo, Kyoto
e Bucarest. Essa si propane di ap- ;
-pro/ondire tutti ..:i problemi dell'uomo in relazione all'appassionante
I'
pure, seriamente attuale tema dello
" sviluppo » che involge, con un vigore e una urgenza spesso sconcertanti, un responsabile interrogativo
circa il · modello di societa che andiamo gi9rno per giorno costruendo
e che condizioneri'z. nel ·bene e nel
male, la vita delle generazioni future.
Gli amici congressisti che, in
qualita di Presidente dell'Istituto organizzatore, lstituto per la ricerca
appli.cata documentazione e studi
ho l'onore di presentarLe - proven'.
gono da esperienze culturali diverse
ma sono tutti accomunati dallo spirito e dalla volontiz di individuare
modelli olobali di vita che garantiscano all'uomo 1ma reale liberazione mat_
e riale, intellettuale e spirituale.
Vostra Santita, nella enciclica Octogesima Adveniens ( par. 7), riferendosi alle nuove difficolti'z che coinvolgono l'avvenire dell'uomo. osserva: « Nei mutamenti attuali. cosi ·

e in

in

e,

!

I

profondi e cosi rapidi, l 'uomo si scopre nuovo ogni giorno e si interroga
sul senso del proprio essere e della
sua sopravvivenza collettiva. Pur esitando a raccogliere le lezioni di un
passa~o ch'egli giudica chiuso e tropp~ diverso, h~ nondimeno bisogno
di rtschiarare il proprio avvenire che egli sente tanto insicuro quanto
mutevole - con la luce di verita. permanentt, eterne, che di certo lo superano. ma di cui. puo, se lo vuole
trovare egli stesso le tracce ».
'
Ed e propri o in questo spirito. da
uomini di buona volontiz, seriamente impegnati in un costante sforzo
per l'ele_vazione della dignitiz umana,
che abbiamo desiderata di incontrarci con Vostra Santitiz, al fine di ricevere parole di con/orto e di incoraggiamento per i lavo,:i della Con/erenza e per l'impegno con il quale
ciascuno di noi si propone di operare nel proprio settore di attivitiz e
nel proprio Paese.

Greeting from President of IRADES to President of Republic

Septen{.er 25, 1973

Mr. Pr~sidente,
First of all, I ask you to accept the sincere thanks I ~ive you
in the name of all the illustrious persons taking part in this congress
for your kind hospitality, which concludes this inaugural day under
the best possible auspices for the work of the World Conference on
Futures Research.
Allow me to outline briefly the purpose.and characteristics of
this Conference.

It represents the ideal continuation of the previous

conferences held in the past years in other worlcl capitals.

The

problems confronted are extremely timely today since they touch every
aspect of "development" -- from ecology to the progressive depletion of
the earth's resources, from urbanistics to the psychological, from
politics to technology;

in a word, the decisive, exciting theme of

the model of society which we are going to construct, more or less
consciously, day by day.
Our friends of the congress, whom I have the honor and pleasure
of presenting to you represent the world's most qualified experts of the
pertinent studies.

We have among us historians, psychologists, nuclear

physicists, urbanists, staticians, theologists, corporation leaders,
jurists, authors, journalists and artists.

The common bond which has

drawn them together is their passion for the problems of future man
and their responsible efforts to find global life models which can
guarantee him a true, progressive liberation -- intellectual, spiritual,
psychological and social .

This, then, is today's point of arrival and departure. Arrival
because over the next few days there will be a comparison of the
results of the meditations and studies carried out during the past months
in every part of the world and under the most varied political, social
and environmental conditions.

Of departure because the positive con-

frontation among the different experiments will make it possible

2.

to carry out an ultimate, deeper exploration and, we hope, achieve a
long stride forward towards clarifying some of the th~mes discussed.
In this effort to ensure that the future of

! u !1'1C r

cow's man is

not inadequately hypothesized through choices hastily made and insufficiently thought through, one preeminent aspect is the urgent

need

to sentitize public opinion in good time, as well as those figureswho
are directly responsible for making determinant choices for man's march
forward.
Therefore, we are additionally grateful to you, Mr. President,
because this meeting with you testifies to the seriousness

of

work we are about to undertake and the urgency of confronting

the
the

~

L

problems of the present concretely and with new appro2~hes of though~
and action, aware that what we do now will condition, for better or for
worse, the humanity of tomorrow, which - and let us not forget it
now stands at our very gates.

Flaminio Piccoli

President of IRADES
Hemne·r· of· Italian Parliament
(Note: Above address given at time of a reception by
the President of Italy, ltr. Leoni,for the participants in
the Rome 1973 Special Conference on Futures Research.)

